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DAMPERLESS CONTROLLED SPEED AIR 
CONVEYOR 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci? 
cation; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue. 

This is a continuation-in-part of my co-pending US. 
patent application Ser. No. 08/080,508 ?led Jun. 24, 1993 
entitled “Damperless Controlled Speed Air Conveyor”, now 
US. Pat. No. 5,478,173 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

This invention relates to an air conveyor apparatus for use 
with generally cylindrical lightweight containers and more 
particularly to a darnperless conveyor which controls the 
conveying speed of the containers whether en masse or in a 
sparse or individual ?ow of containers. 

BACKGROUND ART 

In recent years, air conveyors have become popular for 
conveying lightweight containers, such as cylindrical light 
weight beverage containers, both during the manufacturing 
of the containers and during the ?lling operation. Such 
conveyors have enjoyed considerable success because they 
allow the conveying of the containers at a much higher speed 
than was possible with mechanical conveyors. These air 
conveyors have used, in various forms, air jets and louvers 
for moving the containers along the conveying surface. The 
angle at which air is introduced to the conveying surface has 
included jets or louvers directing the air parallel to the 
direction of movement as well as various angles transversely 
to the direction of movement. In general, it has been the 
intent of these devices to use the blowing force of the air to 
move the containers in the desired direction. 

Also, devices have been developed by the inventor in 
which air is supplied through air jets in a manner to take 
advantage of the Coanda Effect to cause the air to move 
along the surface of the conveyor and therefore along the 
lower surface of the container on the conveyor. This effect, 
together with utilizing the Bernoulli Principle, is utilized to 
create low pressure in the areas at which the air ?ows at the 
highest velocity so as to maneuver the containers in response 
to changes in air pressure rather than relying on the ability 
of the device to blow the containers in the desired direction. 
These principles have been used to create desired high and 
low pressure areas between adjacent containers to regulate 
their ?ow. 

Barker, US. Pat. No. 3,105,720, shows the use of louvers 
at opposite ends of cylindrical containers for moving them 
vertically from one conveyor to another. 

Futer, US. Pat. No. 3,180,688, discloses a mass conveyor 
which utilizes a series of louvers and vertical jets. The 
vertical jets suspend the containers above the conveyor 
while the louvers provide a downstream propelling force for 
moving the containers in the downstream direction. 
Malmgren et al., US. Pat. No. 3,385,490, disclose a 

device for conveying web or sheet material along a conveyor 
in which louvers are provided which are angled inwardly 
from the outboard edges of the conveyor toward the center. 
An exhaust grid is provided at the center of the device for 
evacuation of air. This device is intended to center a sheet of 
material and convey it downstream due to the downstream 
force component of the air passing through the louvers. The 
inboard component of the air from the louvers is intended to 
be equal on both sides and therefore center the sheet material 
over the conveyor. 
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2 
Fong, US. Pat. Nos. 3,733,056 and 4,033,555, each 

discloses a conveyor for ?uidizing particulate material and 
utilizes louvers pointed in both a downstream direction and 
a direction substantially transversely to the direction of 
movement. 

Hassan, et al., US. Pat. No. 4,165,132, discloses an air 
conveyor for conveying semiconductor wafers wherein air 
jets are provided at an inboard angle from the side edges of 
the conveyor for suspending and centering the wafers over 
the conveyor. These jets also create a downstream force 
component which moves the wafer along the conveyor in the 
downstream direction. 

Lenhart, US. Pat. No. 4,456,406, discloses a mass con 
veyor requiring a top cover and utilizes the formation of high 
pressure areas between containers to form air barriers for the 
containers to maintain them in a loose separate condition as 
they move through the conveyor. This is to minimize bang 
ing of the containers against each other and potential dam 
age to them due to this banging action. 

Lenhart, US. Pat. No. 4,732,513, provides a coverless air 
conveyor in which jets are provided through the conveying 
surface in a substantially vertical direction with a slight 
downstream tilt. Side walls are provided to form air dams to 
create a ?owing body of air which enveloped and lifted the 
respective containers and moved them at a desired speed. 
However, if any adjustment is desired in the speed of 
movement of the mass of containers, it is necessary through 
dampers to vary the volume of air passing through the jets. 

All of the foregoing inventions are suitable for their 
intended purposes. However, in order to control the ?ow of 
the containers on the conveyor, it is necessary to provide 
dampers at various positions along the plenum in order to 
control the amount of air issuing through the air jets or 
louvers of any particular location along the conveying 
surface. This is necessary in order to change the speed of the 
movement of the containers from one portion of the con 
veyor to the next to minimize potential damage to the 
containers as they move from one operative station to 
another. When using dampers in an effort to control the 
speed of a container, as the static pressure is varied upward 
and downward, the velocity from the deck louvers varies 
accordingly, and as the velocity varies the volume also 
varies. This makes control very difficult because of the two 
parallel variables. If the pressure is set too low in an attempt 
to slow the speed of the container, the container will not be 
levitated suf?ciently above the deck surface and cannot be 
conveyed. Conversely, if the pressure is set too high, in order 
to convey the container at the higher speed, the container 
will be levitated too high above the deck and may wobble, 
so that it does not ?ow smoothly down the air conveyor and 
may tip over, creating a jam along the conveyor. 

Furthermore, with the mass air conveyors discussed 
above, as a container moves from an upstream location to a 
downstream location, the volume of air acting on each 
container increases thereby tending to move the containers 
at greater and greater speeds, toward a terminal velocity. 
This is particularly true with single or sparse containers 
moving along the conveyor. Such a condition can result in 
containers striking each other with suf?cient force to cause 
damage to fragile containers, such as beverage containers. 

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION 

In accordance with the present invention, a darnperless, 
controlled speed, coverless isometric air conveyor and 
method for controlling containers en masse at a controlled 
speed is provided. The term “isometric” as used herein 
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means and refers to opposing air volumes creating opposed 
force vectors along the upper surface of the deck of the 
conveyor. The term “louver”, as used herein, includes any 
opening through the deck of the conveyor Which directs air 
along or across the conveyor. A ?rst set of louvers extend 
through the conveyor surface in a doWnstream direction at 
an incline to the conveying surface so that the air passing 
through the louvers has a doWnstream force vector of a ?rst 
magnitude. A second set of louvers extend through the 
conveyor surface in an upstream direction at an incline to the 
conveying surface so that the air passing through the louvers 
has a upstream force vector of a second magnitude Which is 
less than the ?rst magnitude thereby creating a vector force 
differential in the doWnstream direction to cause movement 
of the containers in the doWnstream direction. The louvers 
along each edge of the conveying surface may be angled in 
the inboard direction to cause a cross How of air Which tends 
to bunch a mass of containers in the center portion of the 
conveyor in a tight pack and provide an additional doWn 
stream force component to move the containers in the 
doWnstream direction. Additionally, the angled louvers cre 
ate an air barrier through Which the containers must move, 
thereby being particularly effective for limiting the speed of 
single or sparse containers that are normally dif?cult to 
control. The inboard cross How of air also creates a loW 
pressure drafting effect at the trailing edge of the containers 
to assist in maintaining them in an upright position. 
More speci?cally, according to one conceptual vieW of the 

louver arrangement, a ?rst set of longitudinally extending 
louvers is arranged in alternating arrangement With a second 
set of longitudinally extending louvers Wherein an outboard 
roW of longitudinally extending louvers on each side of the 
deck or conveying surface is alWays part of the ?rst set. This 
assures that there is at least one more roW of louvers in the 
doWnstream direction than in the upstream direction. 

Alternatively, multiple roWs of longitudinally extending 
louvers in the doWnstream direction can be provided With 
longitudinally extending upstream louvers interspaced ther 
ebetWeen. Also, at least the ?rst outboard roW of doWn 
stream longitudinally extending louvers can be angled in the 
inboard direction to provide air ?oWing transversely of the 
direction of movement of the containers to create an air 
barrier to impede movement of single or sparse How of 
containers. HoWever, When the conveyor is full of containers 
the longitudinally extending louvers Will all be substantially 
covered so that the only How of air is against the bottom of 
the containers to move them en masse in the desired doWn 
stream direction due to the net doWnstream force vector. 

The roWs of longitudinally extending louvers have been 
de?ned as longitudinally traversing the conveyor surface; 
hoWever, the roWs of louvers can also be de?ned as travers 
ing laterally across the conveyor surface because of their 
symmetrical arrangement on the conveyor surface. That is, 
depending upon the conceptual vieW taken, the ?rst and 
second sets of louvers can be de?ned as arrangements of 
either laterally or longitudinally extending roWs that traverse 
the conveyor surface. 
By varying either the number of doWnstream louvers With 

respect to the upstream louvers, by varying the angle of the 
incline of the louvers With respect to the conveyor surface, 
or by varying the siZe of the individual louver openings, a 
very precise How of containers can be obtained Without the 
need to vary static air pressure in the plenum or to provide 
dampers at various incremental locations Within the plenum. 
Also, depending upon the siZe of the containers and the 
spacing of the louvers, the use of both doWnstream and 
upstream louvers enables air contacting the containers at any 
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location betWeen an upstream location and a doWnstream 
location along the conveyor to move them at a substantially 
constant speed because of a uniform volume of air commu 
nicating With them. The speed of the containers is deter 
mined by the differential air volume in the doWnstream 
direction relative to the upstream air volume. With this 
construction, containers such as cylinders open at one end 
and lightWeight containers such as STYROFOAM® plates 
can be conveyed Without loss of control. 

When conveying single or sparse containers, the “foot 
print” or area covered by the bottom of each container in 
comparison With the louver arrangement is an important 
consideration for uniform and stable levitation of the con 
tainers above the conveyor surface to minimiZe Wobbling. 
The area covered by the container must be such that both the 
upstream and doWnstream louvers are positioned under the 
bottom of each container regardless of its position on the 
conveyor surface. Since there are more doWnstream louvers 
than upstream louvers, there Will be a net doWnstream air 
?oW under each container bottom. 

Additional advantages of this invention Will become 
apparent from the description Which folloWs, taken in con 
junction With the accompanying draWings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a fragmentary perspective vieW of a conveyor 
constructed in accordance With this invention; 

FIG. 2 is a vertical section, taken along line 2—2 of FIG. 
1, shoWing further details of the conveyor; 

FIG. 3 is an enlarged vertical section, taken along line 
3—3 of FIG. 2, shoWing the air ?oW through the louvers 
With respect to the bottom of a container on the conveyor; 

FIG. 4 is an enlarged fragmentary plan vieW taken along 
line 4—4 of FIG. 2 of one conveyor surface constructed in 
accordance With this invention; 

FIG. 5 is a fragmentary plan vieW, similar to FIG. 4, but 
shoWing an alternative louver arrangement; 

FIG. 6 is a greatly enlarged fragmentary section of a 
portion of a conveyor surface like that of the conveyor 
surface in FIG. 4 shoWing details of the louver arrangement; 

FIG. 7 is an off-set horiZontal section, taken along line 
7—7 of FIG. 6, shoWing further details of the louver 
construction; 

FIG. 8 is a greatly enlarged horiZontal section, taken along 
line 8—8 of FIG. 6, shoWing the air ?oW through a louver; 

FIG. 9 is a vertical section, similar to FIG. 3, but shoWing 
a mass of containers along the conveyor; 

FIG. 10 is a fragmentary plan vieW, similar to FIGS. 4 and 
5, shoWing a third alternative louver arrangement; 

FIG. 11 is a greatly enlarged vertical section of a portion 
of the conveyor surface shoWing the How of air through the 
louvers With respect to the bottom surface of a container; and 

FIG. 12 is a fragmentary plan vieW, similar to FIGS. 4 and 
5, but shoWing a further alternative louver arrangement. 

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE 
INVENTION 

In accordance With this invention, as seen in FIGS. 1—3, 
a conveyor C is provided Which has a conveying surface in 
the form of a deck 12 With a plurality of louvers L therein 
for conveying lightWeight containers 16 from an upstream 
location to a doWnstream location as Will be more fully 
discussed beloW. Aplenum 18 is attached to the bottom side 
of deck 12 and is supplied by air from a common air supply, 
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such as a blower (not shown) through an inlet 20. Open rails 
22 are provided along the outboard edges of deck 12 to hold 
the containers on the conveying surface. As seen in FIG. 3, 
the air passes through the louvers and, due to the Coanda 
Effect, travels along the surface of the deck in the direction 
of arroWs D. The How of air emitted from the louvers creates 
a loW pressure area thereby holding the bottom 26 of 
container 16 closely adjacent the deck 12. The principles of 
this feature of the invention Will be more fully explained 
beloW. 

The isometric deck design of this invention is based upon 
opposing air volumes at the same velocities. A preferred 
louver design on the conveyor deck is shoWn in FIG. 4. In 
this embodiment, the ?rst tWo longitudinal roWs of louvers 
14 from each outboard edge direct How in the doWnstream 
?oW direction. The longitudinal doWnstream roWs are illus 
trated as traversing longitudinally along the deck 12 along 
lines a—a. The next inboard roW of longitudinal louvers 13 
is in the opposing upstream direction folloWed by the next 
tWo inboard roWs of longitudinal louvers 14 in the doWn 
stream ?oW direction and then repeating the pattern. The 
longitudinal upstream roWs are illustrated as traversing 
longitudinally along the deck 12 along lines b—b. Assuming 
a total of tWenty-three longitudinal upstream and doWn 
stream roWs, the folloWing Will exemplify the pattern. 
Sixteen longitudinal roWs are in the doWnstream ?oW direc 
tion and seven longitudinal roWs are in the [upstream] 
opposing upstream ?oW direction. This gives 228% more 
louvers in the doWnstream ?oW direction. To achieve a 
desired single container maximum speed along deck 12, 
assume that only 25% more air volume is needed in the 
doWnstream ?oW direction than the upstream direction. 
228% less 25%=203%. This requires an increase in the 
louver area of the seven roWs of upstream louvers 13 With 
respect to the doWnstream ?oW louvers by 203% over the 
sixteen roWs of the doWnstream ?oW louvers 14. 

Alternatively, the louvers may be de?ned in lateral roWs. 
As best seen in FIG. 5, a ?rst set of lateral roWs 15 laterally 
extend or traverse across the conveyor surface Wherein an 
interspersed and alternating second set of lateral roWs 17 
extend or traverse laterally across the conveyor surface. The 
?rst set of louvers 15, as shoWn in FIG. 5, direct How in the 
upstream direction, and the second set of louvers 17 direct 
How in the doWnstream direction. The lateral upstream roWs 
15 are illustrated as traversing laterally along the deck 12 
along line d—d. The lateral doWnstream roWs 17 are illus 
trated as traversing laterally across the deck 12 along lines 
c—c. To achieve desired single container maximum speed 
control, When the roWs are de?ned laterally, the same type 
of calculations as described above With respect to FIG. 4, 
can be made. That is, more louvers can be provided in the 
doWnstream direction and then the area of the louvers in the 
upstream direction can be adjusted. 

Another method to achieve single container maximum 
speed control is to vary the center-to-center spacing of roWs 
15 and 17. For example, the doWnstream roWs 17 could be 
spaced longitudinally apart a distance denoted by distance e 
While the upstream roWs 15 could be spaced longitudinally 
apart a distance denoted by distance f Which is greater than 
distance e as shown in FIG. 12. Thus, the number of 
doWnstream roWs Would exceed the number of upstream 
roWs over a predetermined length of deck 12. The structure 
for this method of speed control is shoWn in FIG. 12 Wherein 
doWnstream roWs 17 are spaced longitudinally closer 
together than upstream roWs 15. As further illustrated in 
FIG. 12, the variable longitudinal spacing of rows 15 and 17 
along lines d—d and c—c, respectively, at distances f and e, 
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6 
respectively, result in the periodic creation of laterally 
extending composite rows 19 when the louvers of a row 15 
and a row 17 are aligned across the conveyor. Composite 
rows 19 include both upstream directed louvers 15 and 
downstream directed louvers 17. 

The louvers in the deck may be of a trapeZoid design, as 
shoWn in FIGS. 6 and 7. With this design, the cross-sectional 
area of the louver may be varied Within very close param 
eters Which enables control of the volume of air dispersed 
through the louver. Referring to the above FIG. 4 example, 
the areas of the louvers in the seven roWs could be increased 
by increasing the height H of the louver opening, as shoWn 
in FIG. 8, by a feW more thousands of an inch, and the 
volume of air dispersed from the seven roWs can be 
increased. Clearly, by varying height H the vector force 
differential can be precisely controlled. Ambient air is also 
draWn in through side rail 22, as shoWn by arroWs 27 in FIG. 
9, Which assists in moving the containers in the doWnstream 
direction. 

As best illustrated in FIG. 4, the “footprint” shoWn in 
dotted lines of each container covers both upstream and 
doWnstream louvers regardless of the location of the con 
tainers along the conveyor. This “footprint” con?guration 
With respect to the louvers is important When single con 
tainers or a sparse How of containers move along the 
conveyor and there are no adjacent containers to help hold 
the other containers in an upright position. Advantageously, 
since there are more doWnstream louvers under the bottom 
of each container than upstream louvers, the How of air 
under the bottom of each container Will have a net doWn 
stream magnitude. It Will be understood that although ref 
erence has been made to the louver con?guration of FIG. 4, 
the foregoing statements are equally applicable to the other 
louver con?gurations disclosed herein. 

It is by the foregoing design that a very precise, nearly 
in?nitely controllable air conveyor may be designed to suit 
required parameters. This precise control is made possible 
by today’s very sophisticated punching equipment. When 
the deck is designed using a computer aided design system 
Which calculates the percent of variation in the louver area 
by simply varying the height H of the louver opening, air 
conveying is taken into an entirely neW era making it 
possible to do things that Were considered highly unlikely or 
impossible only a short time ago. Thus, the manufacturing 
costs of air conveyors can be signi?cantly reduced in 
comparison With commercially available air conveyors 
Which generally require dampers along each eight feet of the 
plenum. Furthermore, the apparatus of this invention 
requires no top cover or other structure above the conveyor 
surface to assist in conveying containers. 

It can be seen that by varying the louver height H or the 
number of louvers in the upstream or doWnstream direction, 
the isometric deck design may be con?gured to decelerate 
containers prior to entering a turn and accelerate them out of 
the turn at any point Within the turn and then resume the 
maximum set speed. If the air conveyor Were to interface 
With a mechanical conveyor supplying the containers, the 
isometric deck design may be con?gured to accelerate the 
containers aWay from the mechanical conveyor so as to 
disperse the density at Which they are being supplied and 
then a gradual deceleration to the maximum set speed. 

Based upon preliminary time studies along an eight-foot 
portion of the length of a sixteen-foot long conveyor With the 
isometric design, a single 12-oZ. aluminum 211x413 
trimmed container, With the open end up, can travel at 
approximately 200 feet per minute and impact a static 
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barrier of containers Without falling over or causing any 
container damage. Tests Were also run With the container 
impacting a fallen container and no upsetting occurred. 

Based on the above test results, the folloWing has been 
generated by Way of example only: 

Conveyor Width between guide rails = 171/2H 
7 containers Wide x 4.6 containers/lineal 

ft. = 32.2 containers/lineal ft. 
Desired container per minute rate = 2500 CPM 

Container Containers/ 
Density Lineal Ft. FPM @ 2500 CPM Estimated CPM 

100% 32.2 80 FPM 2576 
87% 28.0 90 FPM 2520 
75% 24.0 104 FPM 2496 
62% 20.0 125 FPM 2500 
50% 16.0 156 FPM 2496 
43% 14.0 179 FPM 2506 
40% 13.0 192 FPM 2496 

The above is a deck design Which Will propel a single 
container along any distance at a maximum speed of 
approximately 200 FPM Without a top cover on the air 
conveyor. This same deck design is also capable of convey 
ing any container density shoWn at the FPM shoWn With 
minimum static pressure Within the plenum. The container 
to-container impact noise is extremely loW. The containers 
are conveyed so gently that no container damage Was 
detected. 
By using one or more roWs of longitudinal louvers near 

each of the outboard edges of the conveyor directed at an 
inboard angle, a cross How of air over the conveying surface 
is created. A example of this is shoWn in FIG. 5 Wherein an 
outboard roW of longitudinal louvers 28 are angled inWardly 
With respect to the direction of travel. 
A still further embodiment is shoWn in FIG. 10 Wherein 

three diagonally extending roWs of angled louvers 30 are 
provided along each outboard edge of deck 12. These 
louvers create a cross ?oW air Which tends to bunch a mass 
of containers toWard the center of the conveyor and provides 
an additional doWnstream force vector, as discussed beloW. 
When there are only single or a sparse How of containers, 
this cross ?oW air acts as a barrier through Which the single 
or sparse How of containers must move. This cross ?oW air 
also has a drafting effect on the back or trailing side of the 
single or sparse How of containers creating a loW pressure 
area Which pulls this trailing edge toWard deck 12. On the 
other hand, When a mass of containers, say 100% density, 
are on the conveyor, then the cross ?oW air is restricted and 
the louvers act only on the bottom of containers to move the 
mass of containers in the doWnstream direction due to the 
net doWnstream force vector, previously described. 

With the above method applied, it is possible to achieve 
a controlled single, sparse, or mass How of containers at 
speeds that are substantially the same. 
As the angle A, shoWn in FIG. 10, of the angled louvers 

30 is changed, the How direction of the air, as depicted by 
arroWs 31, is changed. Angle A is de?ned by the angle 
betWeen an axis depicting a forWard velocity vector (FVV) 
and an axis depicting a cross velocity vector (CVV). The 
more perpendicular to the side of the conveyor the angle is, 
the more air resistance a single or sparse How of containers 
have to move through Which results in a greater drafting 
effect on the trailing edge of the containers. 
As the containers become more densely packed on the 

conveyor, more louvers are covered and the space for free air 
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How becomes quite restricted. As a result, it is just the 
louvers beneath the containers that are acting on the con 
tainers. Under this condition, the How volume and forWard 
velocity vector (FVV) are the major factors for this control. 
This is true because the FVV provides an additional doWn 
stream force to move the mass of containers in the doWn 
stream direction. 

The greater the volume of air discharged through the 
angled louvers 30, the more effective they Will be in sloWing 
the speed of single or sparse containers, yet at the same time, 
the angled louvers 30 Will be effectively increasing the speed 
of densely grouped containers that pass over louvers 30. 
By Way of example, an object, such as a 12 OZ. aluminum 

container, requires 0.5 inches of static pressure to provide an 
optimum volume of air beneath it to levitate it about 0.005 
inches above the conveyor deck. At a static pressure of 0.5 
inches of Water, the air velocity through the louvers having 
an opening of 0.00808 square inches is at a speed of 2,832 
feet per minute (FPM). If the inboard angle A of louvers 30 
is 60°, the FVV is 30% of 2,832 FPM or a desirable air 
velocity of 850 FPM for conveying a dense pack of con 
tainers. 
When the containers are being supplied onto the air 

conveyor randomly, the speed of the single and sparse How 
Will be controlled by the combination of the reverse and 
doWnstream louvers and CVV. 

In tests, it has been possible to achieve a speed of 174 
FPM on a single container and 151 FPM on a dense pack. 
These speeds are very acceptable to meet most any condi 
tions. The signi?cance of these observed speeds is that there 
is no container damage to single containers, and because of 
the relatively small speed differential betWeen single and 
densely packed containers, little pressure is exerted on the 
containers When moving in a dense pack Which results in no 
container damage. 

Controlling the speed of a container in an air conveyor is 
an absolute prerequisite in today’s market because of the 
ever increasing lighter containers. The lighter the container, 
the more it is susceptible to damage from container-to 
container impact or container-to-guide rail impact at turns in 
the conveyor Which are doWnstream of a straightaWay 
conveyor section. 
The angle of incline of the louvers from the deck surface 

is approximately 25° to 30°, as seen in FIGS. 8 and 11, 
creating a laminar How of air across the deck surface, 
because of the Coanda Effect. This air travels at a high 
velocity relative to the surrounding ambient air. This greater 
air speed produces a decrease in pressure in accordance With 
the Bernoulli Principle. The Coanda Effect is the tendency of 
a jet of gas When discharged adjacent a surface to folloW that 
surface even though it curves aWay from the jet axis. This 
causes entrainment of ambient air along the deck surface 
thereby reducing the pressure above it. 

This loW pressure area 32, in FIG. 11, acts to stabiliZe and 
pull the container toWard the deck. As illustrated by arroWs 
34, the air escaping beneath the diameter of the container 
through the very slight 0.003 inch to 0.005 inch vertical 
space betWeen the deck and the bottom of the container also 
creates a loW pressure area further enhancing the drafting 
effect to draW the container toWard the deck surface. 
The shalloW angle of incline of the louvers to the deck 

surface maintains the majority of the air ?oW at or very near 
the base of the container Which is Well beloW the center of 
gravity of the container. By minimiZing the How of air 
upWard above the container center of gravity, the stability of 
the container is greatly enhanced. Accordingly, containers 
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may be conveyed singly or randomly spaced apart Without 
dependence upon adjacent contiguous containers for support 
to prevent tippage as they are When conveyed en masse. 

From the foregoing, the advantages of this invention are 
readily apparent. A damperless, controlled speed, coverless 
air conveyor has been provided in Which damage of fragile 
containers, such as lightWeight aluminum beverage 
containers, is greatly minimiZed. By the use of an isometric 
design in Which one set of louvers directed doWnstream and 
a second set of louvers directed upstream, the number and/or 
siZe of the louvers can be varied to provide precise differ 
ential doWnstream air How to very precisely control the 
speed of a mass of containers moving from an upstream 
location to a doWnstream location along the conveyor. In 
addition, by providing one or more outboard louvers angled 
in a doWnstream and inboard direction, air barriers can be 
created by the cross ?oWing air to especially impede the 
movement of single or sparsely bunched containers so that 
they do not reach terminal velocity but rather ?oW at 
approximately the same rate as a mass of containers. In 

addition, by varying the number or siZe of the louvers along 
the deck, precise increases and decreases in the velocity of 
the containers can be obtained as required for making turns 
or entering or leaving a mechanical conveying device. Also, 
the net air volume in the doWnstream direction is substan 
tially the same at any incremental position along the deck 
surface When the ratio betWeen the doWnstream louver area 
to the upstream louver area is held constant. With this 
arrangement, the deck can have an upWard incline from the 
upstream location to the doWnstream location of 5/16“ per 
linear foot Without requiring additional static pressure for 
moving the container. This isometric conveyor of this inven 
tion is usable With aluminum, steel, and plastic containers, 
as Well as cylinders Which are open at both ends and ?at 
lightWeight plates. 

This invention has been described in detail With reference 
to particular embodiments thereof, but it Will be understood 
that various other modi?cations can be effected Within the 
spirit and scope of this invention. 

I claim: 
1. In combination, a plurality of upright lightWeight 

containers, each having a cylindrical side Wall extending 
from a bottom surface thereof, and a coverless conveyor for 
conveying said plurality of lightWeight containers by air 
supplied under pressure thereto, said combination compris 
ing: 

said coverless conveyor having a surface extending from 
an upstream location to a doWnstream location for 
moving said plurality of upright lightWeight containers 
en masse therealong, said surface having a center, ?rst 
and second opposite side edges, and an underside; 

[a common plenum connectable to a source of air under 
pressure and attached to said underside of said con 
veyor surface for supplying the air under pressure;] 

said bottom surface of each of said plurality of upright 
lightWeight containers being positioned in ?uidic com 
munication With said conveyor surface; and 

a ?rst and a second set of louvers extending through said 
conveyor surface [from said plenum] for creating 
doWnstream and upstream force vectors of the air 
respectively Which support said plurality of upright 
lightWeight containers above said conveyor surface, 
said upstream and doWnstream force vectors of air 
creating a ?rst loW pressure area under each of said 
plurality of upright lightWeight containers to maintain 
them in an upright position for doWnstream movement 
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Without tipping, said ?rst and second sets of louvers 
being arranged in predetermined roW arrangement on 
said conveyor surface to enable controlled movement 
of said plurality of upright lightWeight containers at a 
controlled speed from the upstream location to the 
doWnstream location. 

2. The combination, as claimed in claim 1, Wherein: 
said ?rst and second sets of louvers create substantially 

the same amount of air volume in the doWnstream 
direction at any incremental location from the upstream 
location to the doWnstream location so that said plu 
rality of upright lightWeight containers move at a 
controlled uniform speed from the upstream location to 
the doWnstream location. 

3. The combination, as claimed in claim 1, Wherein: 
there are a greater number of louvers in said ?rst set of 

louvers than in said second set of louvers to create a 
doWnstream vector force differential. 

4. The combination, as claimed in claim 1, Wherein: 
said ?rst and second sets of louvers are selectively spaced 

longitudinally so that the predetermined roW arrange 
ment enables controlled movement of said plurality of 
upright lightWeight containers. 

5. The combination, as claimed in claim 1, Wherein: 
said ?rst and second sets of louvers are selectively spaced 

laterally so that the predetermined roW arrangement 
enables controlled movement of said plurality of 
upright lightWeight containers. 

6. The combination, as claimed in claim 1, Wherein: 
said ?rst set of louvers has a greater total open area than 

said second set of louvers through Which the air under 
pressure ?oWs enabling controlled movement of said 
plurality of upright lightWeight containers. 

7. The combination, as claimed in claim 1, further includ 
ing: 

a third set of louvers positioned along each of said ?rst 
and second opposite side edges of said conveyor 
surface, said third set of louvers each having a force 
vector of the air directed toWard said center Which 
creates an air barrier through Which single or sparse 
numbers of said plurality of upright lightWeight con 
tainers move to limit the speed of said single or sparse 
numbers of said plurality of upright lightWeight con 
tainers and for creating a second loW pressure area at 
trailing edges of each of said single or sparse numbers 
of said plurality of upright lightWeight containers to 
pull said trailing edges toWard said conveyor surface to 
maintain said single or sparse numbers of said plurality 
of upright lightWeight containers in an upright position. 

8. A method of conveying a plurality of upright light 
Weight containers, each having a cylindrical side Wall 
extending from a bottom surface thereof, en masse from an 
upstream location to a doWnstream location at a controlled 
speed along a [damperless,] coverless, isomeric air 
conveyor, said method comprising the steps of: 

providing a coverless mass conveyor surface, having a 
center and ?rst and second opposite side edges, said 
mass conveyor surface extending from the upstream 
location to the doWnstream location; 

[providing a common air plenum for supplying air to the 
conveyor surface;] 

moving air along the conveyor surface [from the common 
plenum] at an incline thereto so that the air has a 
doWnstream vector of a ?rst larger magnitude; 

moving air along the conveyor surface [from the common 
plenum] at an incline thereto so that the air has an 
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upstream vector of a second lesser magnitude to pro 
vide a differential force vector in the downstream 

direction; 
positioning the plurality of upright lightweight containers 

on the conveyor surface Wherein said bottom surface of 
each container of the plurality of upright lightWeight 
containers is of sufficient siZe to be acted upon by the 
air having the upstream force vector and the air having 
the doWnstream force vector; 

conveying the plurality of upright lightWeight containers 
from the upstream location to the doWnstream location 
along the conveyor surface by impinging the bottom 
surface of each container of the plurality of upright 
lightWeight containers With the air having the upstream 
force vector and the air having the doWnstream force 
vector; and 

maintaining a ?rst loW pressure area under the bottom 
surface of each container of the plurality of upright 
lightWeight containers to pull the plurality of upright 
lightWeight containers toWard the conveyor surface to 
maintain the plurality of upright lightWeight containers 
in an upright position Without tipping as they are 
conveyed from the upstream to the doWnstream loca 
tion. 

9. A method, as claimed in claim 8, including the further 
step of: 

providing a uniform net volume of the air along the 
conveyor surface in the doWnstream direction at any 
predetermined location betWeen the upstream location 
and the doWnstream location. 

10. Amethod, as claimed in claim 8, including the further 
step of: 

creating a cross How of air along the conveyor surface to 
urge the plurality of upright lightWeight containers 
toWard the center of the conveyor surface to provide a 
doWnstream force to assist in moving the plurality of 
upright lightWeight containers in the doWnstream 
direction, to create an air barrier to control doWnstream 
movement of the plurality of upright lightWeight 
containers, and to create a second loW pressure area at 
a trailing edge of the bottom surface of each container 
of the plurality of upright lightWeight containers to 
stabiliZe their movement along the conveyor in the 
doWnstream direction. 

11. A method of conveying a plurality of upright light 
Weight containers each having a side Wall and a supporting 
bottom surface, at a controlled speed along a [damperless,] 
coverless, isometric air conveyor including a conveyor sur 
face having a center and opposed side edges, from an 
upstream location to a doWnstream location, said method 
comprising the steps of: 

providing said coverless conveyor having said conveyor 
surface eXtending from the upstream location to the 
doWnstream location; 

providing a ?rst set of louvers eXtending through the 
conveyor surface at an incline so that air passing 
therethrough has a doWnstream vector of a ?rst mag 

nitude; 
providing a second set of louvers extending through the 

conveyor surface at an incline so that air passing 
therethrough has an upstream vector of a second 
magnitude, said ?rst and second sets of louvers being 
arranged in a predetermined alternating arrangement; 

positioning the plurality of upright lightWeight containers 
on the conveyor surface at the upstream location for 
conveying to the doWnstream location, the bottom 
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surface of each container of the plurality of upright 
lightWeight containers being of suf?cient siZe so that 
the bottom surface covers a portion of both upstream 
and doWnstream sets of louvers on the conveyor sur 

face; 
supplying the air to the ?rst and second sets of louvers 

from a [common plenum] source of air at a pressure 
and volume suf?cient to elevate the plurality of upright 
lightWeight containers above the conveyor surface; 

directing the air through the ?rst and second sets of 
louvers in a direction substantially parallel to the con 
veyor surface to create a ?rst loW pressure area betWeen 
the bottom surface of each container of the plurality of 
upright lightWeight containers and the conveyor sur 
face to hold them in an upright position and in close 
proximity to the conveyor surface; 

[adjusting the total area of the ?rst set of louvers With 
respect to the total area of said second set of louvers so 
that the ?rst magnitude vector is greater than the second 
magnitude vector;] and 

moving the plurality of upright lightWeight containers 
from the upstream location to the doWnstream location 
along the conveyor via the air ?oW created by [the] a 
difference in the ?rst magnitude vector and the second 
magnitude vector. 

12. A method, as claimed in claim 11, including the 
further step of: 

directing a cross How of air across the conveyor surface 
toWard the center thereof by means of a third set of 
louvers to urge the plurality of upright lightWeight 
containers toWard the center of the conveyor surface 
into a tight pack to provide a doWnstream force to assist 
in moving the plurality of upright lightWeight contain 
ers in the doWnstream direction, to create an air barrier 
to control doWnstream movement of the plurality of 
upright lightWeight containers in the doWnstream 
direction, and to create a second loW pressure area at a 
trailing edge of each container of the plurality of 
upright lightWeight containers to stabiliZe the plurality 
of upright lightWeight containers as they move along 
the conveyor surface. 

13. An air conveying apparatus comprising: 
a coverless conveyor surface having a center, ?rst and 

second opposite side edges, and an underside; 
a plurality of upright lightWeight containers, each having 

a cylindrical side Wall eXtending from a bottom surface 
thereof, said bottom surfaces being positioned above 
said conveyor surface; and 

means for creating doWnstream and upstream force vec 
tors of air above said conveyor surface Which support 
said plurality of upright lightWeight containers above 
said conveyor surface, the upstream and doWnstream 
force vectors of air producing a ?rst loW pressure area 
under each of said plurality of upright lightWeight 
containers to maintain them in an upright position for 
movement at a controlled speed from an upstream 
location to a doWnstream location Without tipping. 

14. An air conveying apparatus, as claimed in claim 13, 
Wherein said creating means includes: 

a ?rst set of louvers for creating the doWnstream force 
vectors; and 

a second set of louvers for creating the upstream force 
vectors. 

15. An air conveying apparatus, as claimed in claim 14, 
Wherein: 
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said ?rst and second sets of louvers create substantially a 
same amount of air volume directed to the doWnstream 
location at any incremental location from the upstream 
location to the doWnstream location so that said plu 
rality of upright lightweight containers move at a 
controlled uniform speed therealong. 

16. An air conveying apparatus, as claimed in claim 14, 
Wherein said creating means further includes: 

a common plenum connectable to a source of air under 
pressure and attached to said underside of said con 
veyor surface for supplying the air under pressure to 
said ?rst and second sets of louvers. 

17. An air conveying apparatus, as claimed in claim 13, 
further including: 

means for directing force vectors of air from said ?rst and 
second opposite side edges, respectively, toWard said 
center to create an air barrier through Which single or 
sparse numbers of said plurality of upright lightWeight 
containers move in order to limit the speed of said 
single or sparse numbers of said plurality of upright 
lightWeight containers and to create a second loW 
pressure area at trailing edges of each of said single or 
sparse numbers of said plurality of upright lightWeight 
containers to pull said trailing edges toWard said con 
veyor surface to maintain said single or sparse numbers 
of said plurality of upright lightWeight containers in the 
upright position. 

18. An air conveying apparatus, as claimed in claim 17, 
Wherein said directing means includes: 

a third set of louvers positioned along each of said ?rst 
and second opposite side edges. 

19. The combination, as claimed in claim 1, further 
comprising: 

a common plenum attached to said underside of said 
conveyor surface and communicating with the air sup 
plied under pressure for supplying the air to said 
conveyor surface. 

20. The combination, as claimed in claim 1, wherein: 

said ?rst and second set of louvers are respective rows of 
longitudinally extending louvers. 

21. The combination, as claimed in claim 1, wherein: 

said ?rst and second set of louvers are respective rows of 
laterally extending louvers. 

22. A method, as claimed in claim 8, further including the 
step of" 

providing a common air plenum for supplying air to the 
conveyor surface. 

23. A method, as claimed in claim 8, further including the 
step of" 

creating a laterally extending dijferential flow of air by 
said upstream and downstream vectors arranged in a 
laterally extending composite row of louvers. 
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24. A method, as claimed in claim 11, further including 

the step of" 
adjusting the total area of the ?rst set of louvers with 

respect to the total area of said second set of louvers so 
that the ?rst magnitude vector is greater than the 
second magnitude vector 

25. A method, as claimed in claim 11, further including 
the step of" 

arranging said predetermined alternating arrangement of 
said ?rst and second set of louvers in variably longi 
tudinally spaced rows of laterally extending louvers,~ 
and 

creating at least one laterally extending composite row of 
louvers which includes louvers from both said ?rst set 
of louvers and said second set of louvers so that air 
passing therethrough has both upstream and down 
stream vectors of air 

26. An apparatus, as claimed in claim 13, wherein said 
means for creating includes: 

at least one composite row of louvers extending laterally 
across said conveyor surface, said at least one com 
posite row including upstream louvers directing air 
along said upstream force vectors, and downstream 
louvers directing air along said downstream force 
vectors. 

27. The combination, as claimed in claim 21, wherein: 

25 

said respective rows of laterally extending louvers are 
variably longitudinally spaced from one another along 
said conveyor surface, and wherein adjacent rows of 
said respective rows have individual louvers which are 
alternatingly laterally spaced which creates at least 
one composite row of laterally extending louvers hav 
ing both upstream and downstream louvers inter 
spersed creating said upstream and downstream force 
vectors. 

28. The combination, as claimed in claim 21, wherein: 

35 

40 said respective rows of laterally extending louvers include 
at least one laterally extending composite row having 
both upstream and downstream louvers laterally inter 
spersed. 

29. A method, as claimed in claim 25, wherein: 
45 said at least one laterally extending composite row of 

louvers has alternating upstream and downstream lou 
vers. 

30. An apparatus, as claimed in claim 26, wherein: 

said upstream and downstream louvers are placed in 
alternating arrangement in said composite row later 
ally across said conveyor surface. 
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